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SHAPING LIGHT  

Create a final outcome without editing your images, working with 
familiarity with your camera, and how to achieve an outcome IN 
camera.  

This project I worked through a variety of natural lighting setups, 
this light fell beautifully over my subject, working with him to make 
sure the lines worked with his features.  

 

 

SELF INITIATED PROJECT  

For this 2-week project, we were asked to work independently in 
coming up with ideas, and our own written brief that had an 
opportunity to explore an area of thematic interest that had 
significance to us as individual creatives.  

I knew my interest lay in creating these soft and beautiful aesthetics, 
and so I worked my idea around that, looking into ideas relating to 
the ideas surrounding this 'soft' aesthetic. I focussed on looking into 
the idea of femininity and vulnerability, using gypsophila and a 
slightly overexposed shoot technique to generate images that then 
turned into a mock up layout of a magazine.  

Gypsophila i 

 

Gypsophila ii  

 

 

 

DOCUMENTARY PROJECT  

For this 3-week project we were required to produce a photographic 
documentary, which final form was a 16-page printed A5 book. We 
were encouraged to consider an ‘essayistic’ approach to the genre, 
but were also encouraged to consider a wider approach, and start 
with initial exploration into key themes and artists that we felt 
appropriate to our own personal interests.  

For this project I began with an interest in exploring a subgenre of 
‘youth culture’, but ended the project by documenting my home; my 
surroundings.  

Aron; shadows by an iPhone  

 

Mum and dads room on a Sunday morning 

 

 

My shoes; night out 

 

My windowsill; before work 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT PROJECT  

For this 4-week project, we are asked to examine the photographic 
portrait and consider how the conventions of the past tie into 
contemporary practices.  

I am working on a project with my granny, finding the ways in 
which I can try and get ‘through’ the outer shell and represent her 
identity and ways of being through my imagery.  

 Loving with Intent  

 

 Living with Intent  

 

 

OMAR’S HOUSE – B ROLL FOOTAGE SHOOT DAY 
Behind the scenes downtime; working on a project  

 

Omar and his guitar 

 
 

 

A LEVEL WORK  

These images were included in my final major project at a level – a 
self initiated project focussing on representations. This project 
revolved predominantly around my mental health and the process of 
moving on from a relationship.  

Katy i– youth  

 

Katy ii – youthful  

 

 

HONEY AND ROSES 

Narrative project (goes hand in hand with the book I created). 
Looking at a narration of personal experiences with mental health. 
Using the roses and hone to symbolise the events that led to the 
concept of the project.  

 

 

HANNAH (LOCATION STUDIO LIGHTING WORKSHOP) 
Using a portable hand-held flash, my assistant held the unit behind 
my model's head, creating a halo effect.

 


